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In commercial real estate the cold calling process is definitely not dead.  It 
is in fact a great part of the industry if you want to earn more listing 
business and commissions over time.  Any agent or broker that fails to cold 
call prospect is doing damage to their career in a major way.

Cold Calling Secrets



Any person that tells you that cold calling is ‘dead’ is not a specialist in the 
industry and they have little understanding of how we do business; that’s 
the fact.  Top agents cold call all the time and do so to a high standard.

Cold Calling Secrets



• Regular cold calling as part of a comprehensive prospecting model in 
commercial real estate brokerage will efficiently help you fill your 
database of leads and opportunities across sales, leasing, and property 
management.  From the start of your career or as part of moving into a 
new sales territory, make the calling process a critical and active daily 
part of your prospecting model.

Important Rule



To help you with your calling activity and progress here are some little 
known facts that are specifically helpful to many agents and brokers:

Facts



• Stand up as part of making the calls.  That one simple step will help you 
with your dialogue and confidence in the calls.  Some people have 
problems with doing that in an open plan office.  If that is the case for 
you, find a private area to make your calls.

# 1



• It takes about 3 calls to prospects to get the opportunity of a meeting.  
That then suggests you should call the same people on a regular basis to 
move to the next stage of contact in a meeting.

# 2



• Over a period of time, make it a target to call at least 5 new people every 
day.  Over a 90 day cycle that will add about 300 people to your 
database.  That is how you grow market share.

# 3



• Call efficiency and conversions increase when you practice your 
dialogue.  You really don’t need a comprehensive script but you do need 
a conversation starter.  Every good contact call is a great conversation.  
Make your dialogue interesting and relevant to market conditions.

# 4



These 4 simple facts will help you greatly to improve your cold call rates, 
targets and results.  Make more cold calls, and don’t listen to those that are 
finding excuses for not doing the process; the odds are that they have little 
market share a minimal client base.  Start your prospecting model and 
don’t stop. 

Make More Cold Calls
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This information is prepared as general training information for commercial real estate 
practitioners globally.  No part of this material may be regarded or relied upon as legal or 

specific advice for individual situations.  Although all care has been taken in the preparation 
of this material, recipients:

· Must not alter their position or refrain from doing so in reliance upon this material; and
· Are urged to seek independent legal advice with respect to the matters traversed in this 

material; and
· Are urged to undertake further studies into legislation and practices that apply in their 

location.
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